Press Release

Subject:     Shooting Investigation

Contact:    Sgt. Matthew Davis (530) 668-5280

Date:          May 24, 2017

On May 15, 2017, the Yolo County Sheriff's Office responded to assist a victim of shooting and an investigation into the incident was conducted. Three suspects were identified and all are now in custody.

On May 15, 2017, just before 11:00pm, sheriff's deputies were dispatched to the area of County Road 116a and County Road 116b outside of Knights Landing following a 911 call from the victim of a shooting. Upon arrival, a twenty-four year old male was located on the side of the road with apparent gunshot wounds. He reported to deputies he was taken from Woodland and shot. He was transported via air-ambulance to a local hospital for treatment where he is still recovering.

During the course of the investigation detectives learned of a second victim who was present during the shooting. This twenty-four year old male was an intended target but was not struck by gunfire.

On May 18, 2017, Sergio Zaragoza, 23, of Woodland was arrested in Fremont, California. On May 23, 2017, Nicholas Castro, 24, of Knights Landing, was arrested at the Mexican border. On May 24, 2017, Miguel Bermudez, 34, of Woodland, was arrested in Zamora, California. All three are facing charges including attempted murder.

Anyone who may have information about this case is urged to contact dispatch at (530)666-8282. Anonymous tips can be reported at (530)668-5248.